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What are media asset managers
concerned about?
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Transforming your
workspace: 
Key considerations

Workspace transformation projects look a lot
different in 2022 than they did when we asked
media asset managers about their plans in 2019.
Back then, the majority were looking to acquire new
real estate to best support their people, with visions
that included carving out collaboration zones.

Now, they are reengineering their existing
spaces and consolidating spaces to best support
a workforce with changing priorities. At the same
time, they are balancing the need to protect their
assets and information in a way that doesn’t 
stymie productivity.

Transformation objectives

Expanding remote
working options

Expanding or enhancing
data/information security

Creating flexible 
work environments

Digital transformation, incl.
hybrid workforce support

Workspace 
transformation

Operations resiliency,
business continuity

Secure destruction of 
IT assets and records

Talent outsourcing and/or
managed services

Expanding virtual services

None

Source: IDG

Re-examining space
Renovating or reengineering

existing space

Consolidating workspace 

Acquiring or expanding 
into a new space

Vacating or closing
workspace

Moving to a new space

Subleasing space

None at this time

Entering a new age for
the workspace

As media asset managers prioritize flexible work environments, expanding and
enhancing security around data and information management is a must.
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57%
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54%

Expanding remote working options

Expanding or enhancing
data/information security

Creating flexible work environments

Digital transformation, incl.
hybrid workforce support

Workspace transformation

Operations resiliency

Secure destruction of IT assets and records

Talent outsourcing and/or managed services

Expanding virtual services

Source: IDG

Project priorities

Roughly 20%
of employees want full remote
arrangements, but...

37%
still want at least some time in the office. It's a
complex environment for asset management,
and concerns about data and information
security are high as a result.

Top concerns

Source: IDG

Exposure or
loss of sensitive
or confidential

information

Changing
cybersecurity

threat
landscape

Compliance/
regulation

Unauthorized
asset access and
authentication

concerns

Increased
threat from

unstructured
data coming

from end-user
devices

Improper
handling/

disposal of
assets by remote

employees

Lack of
visibility into
securing of
expanding
volume of

assets

What are they doing
about it?

When planning projects, media asset managers first ensure
assets are protected during a move or transition. This frees
up physical space to make it safer, in a highly secure way.

Respondents who stated considerations
as critical or high priority

Protect private
and confidential
assets during a
move or other

transition

Configure space to keep
employees/customers
safe while also meeting
compliance standards

Set up data
backup and

recovery systems

Digitize assets and
records

Source: IDG

Steps to workplace transformation
Achieving a digitized environment is highly important or critical to projects for 83% of media
asset managers. They plan to reduce physical media from a third to a quarter by:
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Digitizing physical
documents

Media Asset Managers say a detailed
assessment, by location, to eliminate
unproductive space helps jumpstart
these projects.

This includes strategies for
disposition of assets and information
and help determining the state of
records and information compliance.

Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services can help

Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services helps you rethink your media storage by
performing a complete assessment of your space. We design a plan to optimize the use
of your space by securely digitizing assets that you no longer need to physically retain
and securely store the rest, either on a temporary basis or permanently. Assets can be

digitized and workflows automated to provide anytime, anywhere access.

About Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services
Iron Mountain Media and Archive Services, founded in 1988 is the media and entertainment division of Iron Mountain Incorporated® and the go-to physical and digital media archiving
service for the media and entertainment industries. They partner with clients ranging from the broadcast, film, music and sports sectors to brand archives and individual artists' collections and
estates, to protect and activate media archives to preserve our collective cultural heritage. A global leader in media preservation, restoration and archive management, they offer industry-
leading archive, storage, chain-of-custody processes and physical and digital content preservation solutions to ensure the complete protection of some of the world’s most treasured and
iconic assets. 

© Iron Mountain, Incorporated and/or its affiliates “Iron Mountain”. All rights reserved. Information herein is proprietary and confidential to Iron Mountain and/or its licensors, does not
represent or imply an invitation or offer, and may not be used for competitive analysis or building a competitive product or otherwise reproduced without Iron Mountain’s written permission.
Iron Mountain does not provide a commitment to any regional or future availability and does not represent an affiliation with or endorsement by any other party. Iron Mountain shall not be
liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, punitive, special, or incidental damages arising out of the use or inability to use the information, which is subject to change, provided AS-IS with no
representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided or fitness for a particular purpose. “Iron Mountain” is a registered trademark of Iron
Mountain in the United States and other countries, and Iron Mountain, the Iron Mountain logo, and combinations thereof, and other marks marked by ® or TM are trademarks of Iron
Mountain. All other trademarks may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Visit ironmountain.com/entertainment to get started

Deploying technology that
enables electronic capture of
data and information

Conducting an inventory of
physical assets to determine
destruction eligibility

Securely destroying physical
records and files

Top considerations when planning a workspace
transformation project
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